
SAMPLE 



Chinese steel markets lost steam last month as the peak demand season was not 
enough to support prices. While the market is focussed on the short-term  
movements of the coming weeks, China’s leaders are focussed on the bigger 
picture. As they gather to iron out policies for the coming five years, the steel 
industry will have to prepare for economic growth to be less steel-intensive. That 
will create both winners and losers, while putting pressure on global markets. 
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China looks to a less steel-intensive future 

China’s steel markets lost their mojo over the last month as demand disappointed 
traders and the market outlook turned from peak autumn to the winter lull. The 
moment also marks a deeper shift in trends however, with the outlook also turning 
from the post-covid stimulus to the restructuring of the economy planned for the 
coming years. 

August data in fact showed the market still coming into its peak season, with 
production hitting another record high.  In August, China officially produced 94.85 
million tonnes of crude steel, up 8.4% year-on-year. That brought crude steel 
production over January-August to 688.89mt, up 3.7% y-o-y. China’s net imports 
continued to increase, driving apparent steel consumption higher, while inventory 
levels also increased. Adjusting for both factors, end user finished steel demand 
in August recovered to over 90 million tonnes after a lull in July. That was also up 
14.2% year-on-year, but this was the slowest growth since demand was falling y-o
-y in March. Over January-August this year, China’s end user steel demand has 
totalled 605.84mt, up 5.3% y-o-y. 

Despite the obvious recovery, the data was already raising some questions which 
became clear in the market in September. Although demand was higher month-on
-month, inventories also increased. This was due to the combination of record 
high production and the highest net imports since before China became a regular 
net exporter in 2005. The inventory rate (total inventories/monthly demand) did 
decline to around 0.9 months from around 0.95 in July, but the pace of decline 

Source: NBS, Kallanish 

Table 1. Supply and Demand (million tonnes) 

 2019 Jan-Aug 2020 Y-o-y 2020 outlook Y-o-y 

Official crude steel output 996.3 689 3.70% 1020.0 3.00% 

Apparent consumption 894.5 641 7.97% 954.6 7.00% 

End user demand 894.5 606 5.30% 944.1 5.20% 

Source: Kallanish 

Figure 1. Daily steel production and demand 2010-2020 (tonnes) 
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